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Abstract: Open access pricing methodologies are evaluated in a deregulated environment, as applied to an economically adapted electric transmission system over a ten year time horizon. A transmission planning methodology using a genetic algorithm is utilized to determine the operation of the hydroelectric system and the resultant short term marginal income. Different pricing methodologies are evaluated, as applied to the Chilean central interconnected electrical system, and are evaluated: use of system, postage stamp and user benefit. The resultant payment allocations are assessed and their economic impact on participants is discussed.
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I INTRODUCTION

The pricing of transmission open access and associated ancillary services is increasing attention worldwide. Several countries are deregulating their electric power sectors to allow for competition among generators and to create market conditions in the sector, that are seen as necessary conditions for increasing the efficiency of electric energy production and distribution, offering a lower price, higher quality and more secure product. A necessary condition for competition to take place is that of generators being able to reach consumers through the transmission network, which can be achieved through open access schemes.

Different approaches have been followed to cost and price open access in interconnected power systems [1,2,3]. Problems such as transmission costing and pricing, payment allocation, access policies, transmission rights, do not have clear cut answers that can be applied universally. The paper contributes to the analysis of different payment allocation schemes, as applied to an "economically adapted" transmission system, as defined in the new regulations of three South American countries.

II ECONOMICALLY ADAPTED TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

Electric power system planning in a competitive economic environment is an emerging complex issue. With private investment and competition in generation, no centralized planning takes place and the expansion is dictated by market considerations. The Bolivian, Chilean and Peruvian electric regulations have faced this issue through two novel ideas [4].

First, an indicative reference generation-transmission expansion plan is determined by the regulator every six months and used for regulating tariffs to small retail consumers. In practice, regulators have only provided indicative plans for generation investments, with only major transmission lines included, for the same reasons that planners worldwide have usually decoupled both planning problems.

Second, an economically adapted transmission system is determined by the regulator. The Chilean 1982 electricity law [5] provides a general definition: "an installation is economically adapted when it allows to produce a given quantity at the lowest cost". Penalty factors, based on an adapted transmission system, are calculated by the regulator and are used to spatially distribute spot prices to main buses, starting from the load center spot price. The Peruvian 1992 legislation [6] delimitates the definition by indicating that "an economically adapted system is that electrical system where there is an equilibrium between energy offer and demand, seeking for reduced costs and maintaining quality of service". The Peruvian regulator not only is responsible for determining the adapted transmission system, but restricts the transmission owner income based on that adapted system. The objective is to stimulate efficient investment, maintenance and operation. Finally, the Bolivian 1994 legislation [7] follows the Peruvian model.

The economic adaptation notion used in these three countries relates to concepts formulated by Electricité de France economists back in 1949. The economic interpretation of an adapted transmission system requires therefore to optimize transmission development over time. Dynamic planning methodologies are required for the optimization.

III TRANSMISSION PLANNING

Transmission planning is a large scale problem that is complicated by many factors. A dynamic planning methodology suitable for determining the economically adapted transmission system required in the described regulations is not commercially available. The authors have developed and successfully tested an heuristic dynamic methodology using genetic algorithms [8]. It starts from a previously determined indicative plan for generation. The economically adapted transmission system to determine is the
one that provides the transmission service at minimum cost. Minimum cost to determine considers both cost of transmission investment and losses and variable cost of generation. The objective function, evaluated over a time horizon $T$, is

$$\min F = \sum_{i=1}^{T} \left[ C_{\text{inew}}^i + \sum_{j=1}^{N} (C_{\text{gen}}^{ij} + C_{\text{load}}^{ij}) \right]$$

where $i = 1, \ldots, T$ time periods $i = 1, \ldots, N$ buses $C_{\text{inew}}^i$ transmission and transformation investment annuities $C_{\text{gen}}^{ij}$ annual variable cost of generation $C_{\text{load}}^{ij}$ annual cost of non served energy

Optimization is achieved by controlling transmission investment decisions. A methodology using genetic algorithms was used by the authors to solve the problem [8].

IV PRODUCTION COST SIMULATION

The economic evaluation of a transmission expansion plan involves both determining investment and operation costs. A production cost simulation computer program was specifically developed for this purpose [9]. Operation costs are obtained through a simulation of the generation-transmission system over the time horizon, assuming an optimal dispatch strategy. The simulation considers a given indicative generation investment plan, including thermal plants as well as run of river and reservoir hydro plants, each with maximum and minimum generations. Fuel costs for thermal plants are used, while the strategic value of stored water for each reservoir plant is incorporated, thus representing the necessary hydrothermal coordination. The hydrologic stochasticity is modeled through the consideration of equiprobable dry, medium and wet years. Maximum demand, load growth, load factor and cost of unserved energy are specified for each bus. Demand is modeled through the duration curve, divided in three steps of different widths. The optimal dispatches for each period (and each hydro year and each load level) provide operational costs and unserved energy costs (to obtain expected value of operation) as well as dual variable multipliers (to calculate sensitivities). Values are weighted in relation to their time duration.

V ECONOMICALLY ADAPTED CHILEAN TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

The determination of the economically adapted transmission system for the main Chilean power grid was made [8]. The system is characterized by its radial longitudinal structure (2000 km), with most of its generation installed capacity being hydro (75%) and located in the south of the network. Load is concentrated in the central region (70% of total load). Reservoirs with important storage capabilities are in the south, while the most efficient thermal generation is next to the load. The economic adaptation was searched in a ten year horizon, considering yearly stages. Initial maximum demand is 2530 MW, with a 6% load growth rate and a 0.67 load factor. A discount rate of 10% is used, considering a useful life of 30 years for transmission equipment. A reduced model, that keeps the main generation, transmission and load features of the original Chilean system, is used to illustrate results. The reduced system models 8 buses and 10 possible line paths. Within the horizon, the model considers 6 thermal plants, 5 run of river hydraulic plants and one large reservoir plant. Four alternative investment schemes were considered for each path. The alternative schemes may combine three voltage levels (154, 220 and 500 kV) and single and double circuits. An initial expansion plan was proposed. New expansion plans were created from that proposed plan, incorporating changes randomly generated as well as changes determined from electric sensitivities. Aprox. 2500 plans were simulated, each simulation covering 90 economic dispatches, corresponding to 10 years, 3 load levels and 3 hydrological availability conditions. The genetic algorithm was successful in significantly improving the initial plan.

The best plan obtained was chosen as the resultant economically adapted transmission network (Fig. 1). The initial network at year zero considers lines installed in all paths, except for paths West1-East and North2-West2, that are available starting on years 4 and 8 respectively.

Fig. 1. Adapted transmission network expansion plan
VI TRANSMISSION PRICING METHODOLOGIES

Three pricing methodologies were evaluated for two different lines of the determined adapted transmission system for the ten year horizon. They all assume that replacement values are used for costing transmission lines; they further consider that a basic income, a marginal revenue, is obtained for paying transmission services as a result of geographical differences of spot prices in the different buses (both concepts coherent with the transmission pricing regulations of the three countries). They all assume that only generators pay for the main grid transmission. Grid transmission is understood as the high voltage meshed network that is shared by all generators. Radial transmission or subtransmission used by individual generators or consumers is left out.

The methodologies differ in the way they allocate the extraneous income among generators (supplement toll). The three alternative supplement allocation methodologies evaluated are [3]:

1) Generalized Generation Distribution Factors, based on use of the system, which represents the impact of total generation change in total flow over each system line.
2) Proportional to average generation of each generator bus, for each year of the study
3) Proportional to the benefit that represents to each generator bus the existence of a system path between two buses.

Bolivia and Chile use the first methodology for payment allocation, while Peru uses the second one (it corresponds to a postage stamp method). The third alternative has been proposed in Argentina, but the first one is still in use there.

Simulations of the system were made, considering optimal generation dispatches over the ten year period, with the generation plan and demand growth used when determining the adapted transmission system. Maximum load and a medium hydrological condition were considered. Even though the generation-transmission system has been optimized, line congestion conditions appear at different stages (the optimization finds it preferable to additional investment). Transmission payments were to be allocated globally to each generation bus, irrespective of the presence of different plant owners in each bus.

Two transmission paths were chosen for comparing the methodologies:

i) Center - West2, a 154-kV path, with transmission installations that remain unchanged along the 10 years.
ii) Center - South1, a 500-kV path where there is an increase in the number of circuits on the seventh year.

Given economies of scale in transmission (lines, transformers and compensation equipment), the lumpiness of standardized transmission voltages and the transmission security requirements (redundancies determined by n-1 criteria), the marginal revenue is not sufficient to cover the required transmission remuneration. This condition changes when transmission congestion takes place.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the collected marginal revenue along the 10 year horizon as well as the resultant allocated payments for each generation bus for the two paths along the horizon, when using the three indicated alternatives. The distribution of payments changes considerably over the study horizon, providing different variable economic signals.

![Marginal Revenue Distribution Factors Method](image)

*Fig. 2. Marginal revenue and allocated generator payments for Center-West2 path*
Fig. 3. Marginal revenue and allocated generator payments for Center-South 1 path

The payments cover the supplement needed to complete the insufficient marginal revenue. That is why for path Center-South 1 there is no additional toll for years seven to ten where congestion appears and the marginal revenue exceeds the required annual revenue. On the other hand, for Center-West 2 path there is a negative marginal revenue (considered no revenue), for the same years. In this case, the total annual revenue required is allocated among the generation buses.

To further illustrate the impact of the methodologies, the resultant required payments to two generation buses are compared: bus South1, which has hydro generation and bus East, with thermal generation. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the allocated payments.

Fig. 4. Allocated payments for generation bus South1

Fig. 5. Allocated payments for generation bus East

VII EVALUATION OF ALLOCATION METHODOLOGIES

A brief comparison of the three methodologies is made based on the previous results.

i) Payment of Center-South 1 path

For bus South 1, there is a significant difference between the allocated payments based on methodologies 1 and 2.

Payments based on Generalized Generation Distribution Factors would encourage generation plant investment near to the load center. With this methodology, bus East is released from paying for the use of Center-South 1 path.

If methodology 2 is utilized, bus East needs to contribute to the required annual revenue. This methodology would not encourage generators to search for the most economic location, but would give more importance to optimizing the size and the starting period of the new plant.

ii) Payment of Center-West 2 path

Methodologies 1 and 2 allocate similar payments for generation bus South1. Both methodologies are stable along the study horizon and would promote the establishment of long term contracts between the generation plant owners and the transmission owners.

Considering the third methodology, the allocated payments are unstable along the study horizon. This could create difficulties in the signing of long term transmission contracts, limiting incentives for investment by the transmission path owner along that path.

For bus East, methodologies 1 and 2 allocate similar payments and reduced in comparison with those resulting of applying methodology 3.

Center-West 2 path has no marginal revenue for years seven to ten, which creates an additional risk for the
transmission owner if it depends on supplement contracts, particularly if an unstable benefit methodology is used.

Methodology 2 is the simplest to apply of the three, the most complex being number 3. It is difficult to evaluate the benefits to participants with every modification of the structure of the system. Besides, for a longitudinal system like the Chilean one, there are lines that can not be taken out to determine who they benefit; the system can not operate as a whole without them.

The length of the transmission contracts is a relevant question when assessing which methodology is better. Methodologies 1 and 2, as applied to the Chilean system, fit better for longer periods of contract standing, without need for intermediate reevaluation. Clearly, the instability of payment allocation of methodology 3 would be incoherent with an extended contract.
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